
HANDI WRITER WRITING AID SOFTWARE

This comfortable device promotes correct positioning and holding of a writing tool . Designed for those with poor hand
strength or inappropriate grasp patterns.

Hearing aid compatible. C Picture Phone The Picture Phone was designed to help make telephone use easier
for those in early or middle stage Alzheimer's, and for those who are in the later stages of the disease. I
confirm that I am over 18 years old. It also features a bright visual ring indicator on the handset, loud ringer
volume, and large, backlit keypad. Other features include an adjustable volume ringer up to 85 decibels ; a
visual ring indicator; and a progr Amplified Cordless Telephone The Amplified Cordless Telephone is a
hearing-aid compatible cordless telephone designed for use by individuals with hearing disabilities. To insure
the safety of the user, adequate supervision is recommended. It features Clarity Power technology which
makes words louder, clearer and easy to understand, and PicturePerfect Dialing, a nine-section programmable
touch pad with a plac Clarity Amplified Telephone With Talk Back Numbers Model Jv35 The Clarity
Amplified Telephone with Talk Back Numbers, model JV35, is a large button amplifier telephone designed
for use by people with fine motor or upper extremity disabilities or who are hard of hearing or have low
vision. SportWriters are also available same idea but a black strap and football charm. I now need a larger size
for my left-handed husband! Selectable Digital Tone Setting allows the user to boost and enhance the speech
frequencies the user cannot hear well, improving the intelligibility of difficult to hear words. When the user
wants to make a call, the device cycles through types of functions, such as dial and redial, allowing the user
time to select from these. Amplified Photo Phone Model P The Amplified Photo Phone, model P, is a large
button amplified telephone designed for individuals with visual, hearing, upper extremity, or cognitive
disabilities. One touch of the button will dial the person who is pictured. In an emergency, the telephone
automatically dials pre-set help numbers such as , neighbors, friends, relatives, or a professional monitoring
facility until a connection is made. The numeric pad has tactile buttons with high contrast numbering. We
recommend reading questions before you make any purchases. Standard features include a visual ring
indicator; thirteen-number memory, with three emergency one-touch numbers; last number redial;
speakerphone, ringer, and handset volume adjustability; a raised keypad with braille markings; an LED
speakerphone indicator; abd power failure protection. The push-button volume control turns amplification on
and off, enabling the phone to be used by those not requiring amplification; when the amplification
Crystaltone Plus The CrystalTone Plus is a large button amplifier telephone designed for use by individuals
who are hard of hearing. It also has large backlit buttons with white numbers on a dark background. The phone
also includes three large "visual" buttons that allow a photo to act as a contact cue. First step is to load a
mobile phone number into the phone, set the ringer to silent, turn off one-touch answering, and turn on
one-touch dialing or speed dial. These 4 components together facilitate the. This listing is for a red strap and a
blue charm. Other features include large white buttons with black and Braille la Clarity Amplified Trimline
Phone Model C The Clarity Amplified Trimline Phone, model C, is an amplified telephone designed for use
by individuals who are hard of hearing. Additionally, the phone is hearing aid compatible. To activate the
voice dialing mode, the user whistles a note into the headset. This phone provides 33 decibels of gain, is
compatible with telecoil equipped hearing aids, and can be wall mounted or placed on a desk. The phone
features five equalizer tone settings, caller ID with 30 Powertel The PowerTel is an amplified, hearing aid
compatible, large button cordless telephone with speakerphone and answering machine designed for use by
individuals who have low vision or are hard of hearing. It is desk and wall mountable and also has bright
visual ringer with Hi, Lo and Off switch. Bought this for my daughter who was suffering from cramp in her
hand when writing as she wasn't holding the pencil comfortably. Operated by a single switch the choice of any
one Tash single switch is included , the phone offers dial, answer, hang-up, and speed dial; forty name
directory; visual feedback; adjustable scanning spped; and adjustable response time. Accessaphone
Accessaphone is a voice output telephone and caller identification ID program designed for use by individuals
who are blind or have low vision.


